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This book addresses both beginners and users experienced
in working with automation systems. It presents the hardware
components of S7-1200 and illustrates their configuration and
parametrization, as well as the communication via
PROFINET, PROFIBUS, AS-Interface und PtP-connections.
A profound introduction into STEP 7 Basic illustrates the
basics of programming and troubleshooting.
This proceedings book presents selected peer-reviewed
papers from the 9th International Workshop on ‘Service
Oriented, Holonic and Multi-agent Manufacturing Systems for
the Industry of the Future’ organized by Universitat
Politècnica de València, Spain, and held on October 3–4,
2019. The SOHOMA 2019 Workshop aimed to foster
innovation in the digital transformation of manufacturing and
logistics by promoting new concepts and methods and
solutions through service orientation in holonic and agentbased control with distributed intelligence. The book provides
insights into the theme of the SOHOMA’19 Workshop –
‘Smart anything everywhere – the vertical and horizontal
manufacturing integration, ’ addressing ‘Industry of the
Future’ (IoF), a term used to describe the 4th industrial
revolution initiated by a new generation of adaptive, fully
connected, analytical and highly efficient robotized
manufacturing systems. This global IoF model describes a
new stage of manufacturing, that is fully automatized and
uses advanced information, communication and control
technologies such as industrial IoT, cyber-physical production
systems, cloud manufacturing, resource virtualization, product
intelligence, and digital twin, edge and fog computing. It
presents the IoF interconnection of distributed manufacturing
entities using a ‘system-of-systems’ approach, discussing
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new types of highly interconnected and self-organizing
production resources in the entire value chain; and new types
of intelligent decision-making support based on from real-time
production data collected from resources, products and
machine learning processing. This book is intended for
researchers and engineers working in the manufacturing
value chain, and specialists developing computer-based
control and robotics solutions for the ‘Industry of the Future’.
It is also a valuable resource for master’s and Ph.D. students
in engineering sciences programs.
This book gathers the Proceedings of the 20th International
Conference on Interactive Collaborative Learning (ICL2017),
held in Budapest, Hungary on 27–29 September 2017. The
authors are currently witnessing a significant transformation in
the development of education. The impact of globalisation on
all areas of human life, the exponential acceleration of
technological developments and global markets, and the
need for flexibility and agility are essential and challenging
elements of this process that have to be tackled in general,
but especially in engineering education. To face these current
real-world challenges, higher education has to find innovative
ways to quickly respond to them. Since its inception in 1998,
this conference has been devoted to new approaches in
learning with a focus on collaborative learning. Today the ICL
conferences offer a forum for exchange concerning relevant
trends and research results, and for sharing practical
experience gained while developing and testing elements of
new technologies and pedagogies in the learning context.
This three volume set (CCIS 853-855) constitutes the
proceedings of the 17th International Conference on
Information Processing and Management of Uncertainty in
Knowledge-Based Systems, IPMU 2017, held in Cádiz,
Spain, in June 2018. The 193 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 383 submissions. The
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papers are organized in topical sections on advances on
explainable artificial intelligence; aggregation operators, fuzzy
metrics and applications; belief function theory and its
applications; current techniques to model, process and
describe time series; discrete models and computational
intelligence; formal concept analysis and uncertainty; fuzzy
implication functions; fuzzy logic and artificial intelligence
problems; fuzzy mathematical analysis and applications;
fuzzy methods in data mining and knowledge discovery; fuzzy
transforms: theory and applications to data analysis and
image processing; imprecise probabilities: foundations and
applications; mathematical fuzzy logic, mathematical
morphology; measures of comparison and entropies for fuzzy
sets and their extensions; new trends in data aggregation; preaggregation functions and generalized forms of monotonicity;
rough and fuzzy similarity modelling tools; soft computing for
decision making in uncertainty; soft computing in information
retrieval and sentiment analysis; tri-partitions and uncertainty;
decision making modeling and applications; logical methods
in mining knowledge from big data; metaheuristics and
machine learning; optimization models for modern analytics;
uncertainty in medicine; uncertainty in Video/Image
Processing (UVIP).
The aim of this book is to enable the readers to draw PLC
relay logic even for very complex processes. Two advanced
PLC programming methods, called the FSM Diagram Method
and the Petri Net Method, are discussed with several practical
examples. It also provides an overall new perspective on PLC
programming.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postconference proceedings of the Third International Workshop
on the Security of Industrial Control Systems and of CyberPhysical Systems, CyberICPS 2017, and the First
International Workshop on Security and Privacy
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Requirements Engineering, SECPRE 2017, held in Oslo,
Norway, in September 2017, in conjunction with the 22nd
European Symposium on Research in Computer Security,
ESORICS 2017. The CyberICPS Workshop received 32
submissions from which 10 full and 2 short papers were
selected for presentation. They cover topics related to
threats, vulnerabilities and risks that cyber-physical systems
and industrial control systems face; cyber attacks that may be
launched against such systems; and ways of detecting and
responding to such attacks. From the SECPRE Workshop 5
full papers out of 14 submissions are included. The selected
papers deal with aspects of security and privacy requirements
assurance and evaluation; and security requirements
elicitation and modelling.
As the sophistication of cyber-attacks increases,
understanding how to defend critical infrastructure
systems—energy production, water, gas, and other vital
systems—becomes more important, and heavily mandated.
Industrial Network Security, Second Edition arms you with the
knowledge you need to understand the vulnerabilities of
these distributed supervisory and control systems. The book
examines the unique protocols and applications that are the
foundation of industrial control systems, and provides clear
guidelines for their protection. This how-to guide gives you
thorough understanding of the unique challenges facing
critical infrastructures, new guidelines and security measures
for critical infrastructure protection, knowledge of new and
evolving security tools, and pointers on SCADA protocols and
security implementation. All-new real-world examples of
attacks against control systems, and more diagrams of
systems Expanded coverage of protocols such as 61850,
Ethernet/IP, CIP, ISA-99, and the evolution to IEC62443
Expanded coverage of Smart Grid security New coverage of
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based detection, and signature reverse engineering
Instrument Engineers' Handbook – Volume 3: Process
Software and Digital Networks, Fourth Edition is the latest
addition to an enduring collection that industrial automation
(AT) professionals often refer to as the "bible." First published
in 1970, the entire handbook is approximately 5,000 pages,
designed as standalone volumes that cover the measurement
(Volume 1), control (Volume 2), and software (Volume 3)
aspects of automation. This fourth edition of the third volume
provides an in-depth, state-of-the-art review of control
software packages used in plant optimization, control,
maintenance, and safety. Each updated volume of this
renowned reference requires about ten years to prepare, so
revised installments have been issued every decade, taking
into account the numerous developments that occur from one
publication to the next. Assessing the rapid evolution of
automation and optimization in control systems used in all
types of industrial plants, this book details the wired/wireless
communications and software used. This includes the everincreasing number of applications for intelligent instruments,
enhanced networks, Internet use, virtual private networks,
and integration of control systems with the main networks
used by management, all of which operate in a linked global
environment. Topics covered include: Advances in new
displays, which help operators to more quickly assess and
respond to plant conditions Software and networks that help
monitor, control, and optimize industrial processes, to
determine the efficiency, energy consumption, and profitability
of operations Strategies to counteract changes in market
conditions and energy and raw material costs Techniques to
fortify the safety of plant operations and the security of digital
communications systems This volume explores why the
holistic approach to integrating process and enterprise
networks is convenient and efficient, despite associated
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problems involving cyber and local network security, energy
conservation, and other issues. It shows how firewalls must
separate the business (IT) and the operation (automation
technology, or AT) domains to guarantee the safe function of
all industrial plants. This book illustrates how these concerns
must be addressed using effective technical solutions and
proper management policies and practices. Reinforcing the
fact that all industrial control systems are, in general, critically
interdependent, this handbook provides a wide range of
software application examples from industries including:
automotive, mining, renewable energy, steel, dairy,
pharmaceutical, mineral processing, oil, gas, electric power,
utility, and nuclear power.
Get guidance from a well-known scripting expert—and teach
yourself the fundamentals of Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting
Edition (VBScript). This tutorial delivers hands-on, self-paced
learning labs to help you get started automating Microsoft
Windows administration—one step at a time. Discover how to:
Manage folders and files with a single script Configure
network components with Windows Management
Instrumentation Administer users and groups using
subroutines and Active Directory Service Interfaces (ADSI)
Design logon scripts to configure and maintain user
environments Monitor and manage network printers Back up
and edit the registry—avoiding common pitfalls Handle errors
and troubleshoot scripts Simplify administration for Microsoft
Exchange Server 2003 and Internet Information Services 6.0
Includes a CD featuring: All practice exercises 100+ sample
scripts to adapt for your own work For customers who
purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for
downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
The information infrastructure---comprising computers,
embedded devices, networks and software systems---is vital
to day-to-day operations in every sector: information and
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telecommunications, banking and finance, energy, chemicals
and hazardous materials, agriculture, food, water, public
health, emergency services, transportation, postal and
shipping, government and defense. Global business and
industry, governments, indeed society itself, cannot function
effectively if major components of the critical information
infrastructure are degraded, disabled or destroyed. Critical
Infrastructure Protection describes original research results
and innovative applications in the interdisciplinary field of
critical infrastructure protection. Also, it highlights the
importance of weaving science, technology and policy in
crafting sophisticated, yet practical, solutions that will help
secure information, computer and network assets in the
various critical infrastructure sectors. Areas of coverage
include: Themes and Issues, Control Systems Security,
Cyber-Physical Systems Security, Infrastructure Security,
Infrastructure Modeling and Simulation, Risk and Impact
Assessment. This book is the ninth volume in the annual
series produced by the International Federation for
Information Processing (IFIP) Working Group 11.10 on
Critical Infrastructure Protection, an international community
of scientists, engineers, practitioners and policy makers
dedicated to advancing research, development and
implementation efforts focused on infrastructure protection.
The book contains a selection of nineteen edited papers from
the Ninth Annual IFIP WG 11.10 International Conference on
Critical Infrastructure Protection, held at SRI International,
Arlington, Virginia, USA in the spring of 2015. Critical
Infrastructure Protection IX is an important resource for
researchers, faculty members and graduate students, as well
as for policy makers, practitioners and other individuals with
interests in homeland security. Mason Rice is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at the Air Force Institute of
Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, USA.
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Sujeet Shenoi is the F.P. Walter Professor of Computer
Science and a Professor of Chemical Engineering at the
University of Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA.
The everyman's guide to Modbus. Discover how a protocol
born in the 1970's still remains relevant today. A practical
guide to everything Modbus.
Totally Integrated Automation is the concept by means of
which SIMATIC controls machines, manufacturing systems
and technical processes. Taking the example of the
S7-300/400 programmable controller, this book provides a
comprehensive introduction to the architecture and operation
of a state-of-the-art automation system. It also gives an
insight into configuration and parameter setting for the
controller and the distributed I/O. Communication via network
connections is explained, along with a description of the
available scope for operator control and monitoring of a plant.
As the central automation tool, STEP 7 manages all relevant
tasks and offers a choice of various text and graphicsoriented PLC programming languages. The available
languages and their respective different features are
explained to the reader. For this third edition, the contents of
all sections of the book have been revised, updated and the
new data communications with PROFINET IO have been
added. The STEP 7 basic software is explained in its latest
version. The book is ideal for those who have no extensive
prior knowledge of programmable controllers and wish for an
uncomplicated introduction to this subject.
This book gathers papers on interactive and collaborative
mobile learning environments, assessment, evaluation and
research methods in mobile learning, mobile learning models,
theory and pedagogy, open and distance mobile learning, lifelong and informal learning using mobile devices, wearables
and the Internet of Things, game-based learning, dynamic
learning experiences, mobile systems and services for
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opening up education, mobile healthcare and training, case
studies on mobile learning, and 5G network infrastructure.
Today, interactive mobile technologies have become the core
of many--if not all--fields of society. Not only do the younger
generation of students expect a mobile working and learning
environment, but also the new ideas, technologies and
solutions introduced on a nearly daily basis also boost this
trend. Discussing and assessing key trends in the mobile field
were the primary aims of the 13th International Conference
on Interactive Mobile Communication Technologies and
Learning (IMCL2019), which was held in Thessaloniki,
Greece, from 31 October to 01 November 2019. Since being
founded in 2006, the conference has been devoted to new
approaches in interactive mobile technologies, with a focus
on learning. The IMCL conferences have since become a
central forum of the exchange of new research results and
relevant trends, as well as best practices. The books intended
readership includes policymakers, academics, educators,
researchers in pedagogy and learning theory,
schoolteachers, further education lecturers, practitioners in
the learning industry, etc.
Das Buch beschreibt Konfiguration und Netz-Projektierung
der S7-400-Komponenten mit STEP 7 Professional V11 im
TIA Portal. Leser erfahren, wie ein Steuerungsprogramm mit
den Programmiersprachen KOP, FUP, AWL und SCL
formuliert und getestet wird.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th
International Conference on Computer Networks, CN 2013,
held in Lwowek Slaski, Poland, in June 2013. The 58 revised
full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
for inclusion in the book. The papers in these proceedings
cover the following topics: computer networks, network
architectural issues, Internet and wireless solutions,
teleinformatics and communications, new technologies,
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queueing theory and queueing networks, innovative
applications, networking in e-business, security aspects of
hardware and software, industrial systems, quantum and bioinformatics, cloud networking and services.
SIMATIC S7-300 has been specially designed for innovative
system solutions in the manufacturing industry, and with a
diverse range of controllers it offers the optimal solution for
applications in centralized and distributed configurations.
Alongside standard automation safety technology and motion
control can also be integrated. The TIA Portal user interface
is tuned to intuitive operation and encompasses all the
requirements of automation within its range of functions: from
configuring the controller, through programming in the
different languages, all the way to the program test and
simulation. For beginners engineering is easy to learn and for
professionals it is fast and efficient. This book describes the
configuration of devices and network for the S7-300
components inside the new engineering framework TIA
Portal. With STEP 7 Professional V12, configuring and
programming of all SIMATIC controllers will be possible in a
simple and efficient way; in addition to various technology
functions the block library also contains a PID control. As
reader of the book you learn how a control program is
formulated and tested with the programming languages LAD,
FBD, STL and SCL. Descriptions of configuring the
distributed I/O with PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO using
SIMATIC S7-300 and exchanging data via Industrial Ethernet
round out the book.
Das Buch behandelt die wichtigsten, in der Automatisierung
eingesetzten Bussysteme. Im Vordergrund stehen die
Feldbussysteme, seien es master/slave- oder multimasterSysteme. Eine ausführliche Einführung in die technischen
Grundlagen gibt Auskunft über Netzwerktopologien,
Kommunikationsmodelle, Buszugriffsverfahren,
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Datensicherung, Telegrammformate, Standards bei Leitungen
und Übertragungsarten und Netzverbindungen. Das Buch
wendet sich an den Ingenieur, der Bussysteme in der Praxis
einsetzen will, wie an den Studierenden der Fachrichtung
Automatisierungstechnik.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th
Nordic Conference on Secure IT Systems, NordSec 2013,
held in Ilulissat, Greenland, in October 2013. The 18 revised
regular papers together with 3 short papers and one invited
talk were carefully reviewed and selected from 35
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
formal analysis of security protocols, cyber-physical systems,
security policies, information flow, security experiences, Web
security, and network security.
Industrial communications are a multidimensional,
occasionally confusing, mixture of fieldbuses, software
packages, and media. The intent of this book is to make it all
accessible. When industrial controls communication is
understood and then installed with forethought and care,
network operation can be both beneficial and painless. To
that end, the book is designed to speak to you, whether
you’re a beginner or interested newbie, the authors guide
you through the bus route to communication success.
However, this is not a how-to manual. Rather, think of it as a
primer laying the groundwork for controls communication
design, providing information for the curious to explore and
motivation for the dedicated to go further.
This book gives an introduction to the programming language
Structured Text (ST) which is used in Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLC). The book can be used for all types of PLC
brands including Siemens Structured Control Language
(SCL) and Programmable Automation Controllers (PAC). This
3rd edition has been updated and expanded with many of the
suggestions and questions that readers and students have
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come up with, including the desire for many more illustrations
and program examples. CONTENTS: - Background, benefits
and challenges of ST programming - Syntax, data types, best
practice and basic ST programming - IF-THEN-ELSE, CASE,
FOR, CTU, TON, STRUCT, ENUM, ARRAY, STRING - Guide
for best practice naming, troubleshooting, test and program
structure - Sequencer and code split-up into functions and
function blocks - FIFO, RND, sorting, scaling, toggle,
simulation signals and digital filter - Tank controls, conveyor
belts, adaptive pump algorithm and robot control - PLC
program structure for pumping stations, 3D car park and car
wash - Examples: From Ladder Diagram to ST programming
The book contains more than 150 PLC code examples with a
focus on learning how to write robust, readable, and
structured code. The book systematically describes basic
programming, including advice and practical examples based
on the author ?s extensive industrial experience. The author
is Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering (B.Sc.E.E.)
and has 25 years ? experience in specification, development,
programming and supplying complex control solutions and
supervision systems. The author is Assistant Professor and
teaches PLC programming at Dania Academy, a higher
education institution in Randers, Denmark.
Automating with STEP 7 in LAD and FBD SIMATIC is the
worldwide established automation system for implementing
industrial control systems for machines, manufacturing plants
and industrial processes. Relevant open-loop and closed-loop
control tasks are formulated in various programming
languages with the programming software STEP 7. Now in its
third edition, this book introduces Version 5.3 of the
programming software STEP 7. It describes elements and
applications of the graphic-oriented programming languages
LAD (ladder diagram) and FBD (Function block diagram( for
use with both SIMATIC S7-300 and SIMATIC S7-400. It is
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aimed at all users of SIMATIC S7 controllers. First-time users
are introduced to the field of programmable controllers, while
advanced users learn about specific applications o the
SIMATIC S7 automation system. The accompanying disk
contains all programming examples found in the book - and
even a few extra examples - as archived block libraries. After
retrieving the archives in STEP 7, the examples can be
viewed, copied projects and tested in LAD and FBD. Content:
Operation Principles of Programmable Controllers - System
overview: SIMATIC S7 and STEP 7 - LAD and FBD
Programming languages - Data Types - Binary and Digital
Instructions - Program Sequence Control - User Program
Execution.
This book presents a comprehensive description of the
configuration of devices and network for the S7-400
components inside the engineering framework TIA Portal.
You learn how to formulate and test a control program with
the programming languages LAD, FBD, STL, and SCL. The
book is rounded off by configuring the distributed I/O with
PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO using SIMATIC S7-400
and data exchange via Industrial Ethernet. SIMATIC is the
globally established automation system for implementing
industrial controllers for machines, production plants and
processes. SIMATIC S7-400 is the most powerful automation
system within SIMATIC. This process controller is ideal for
data-intensive tasks that are especially typical for the process
industry. With superb communication capability and
integrated interfaces it is optimized for larger tasks such as
the coordination of entire systems. Open-loop and closedloop control tasks are formulated with the STEP 7
Professional V11 engineering software in the field-proven
programming languages Ladder Diagram (LAD), Function
Block Diagram (FBD), Statement List (STL), and Structured
Control Language (SCL). The TIA Portal user interface is
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tuned to intuitive operation and encompasses all the
requirements of automation within its range of functions: from
configuring the controller, through programming in the
different languages, all the way to the program test. Users of
STEP 7 Professional V12 will easily get along with the
descriptions based on the V11. With start of V12, the screens
of the technology functions might differ slightly from the V11.
The objective of this book is to outline the best practice in
designing, installing, commissioning and troubleshooting
industrial data communications systems. In any given plant,
factory or installation there are a myriad of different industrial
communications standards used and the key to successful
implementation is the degree to which the entire system
integrates and works together. With so many different
standards on the market today, the debate is not about what
is the best - be it Foundation Fieldbus, Profibus, Devicenet or
Industrial Ethernet but rather about selecting the most
appropriate technologies and standards for a given
application and then ensuring that best practice is followed in
designing, installing and commissioning the data
communications links to ensure they run fault-free. The
industrial data communications systems in your plant
underpin your entire operation. It is critical that you apply best
practice in designing, installing and fixing any problems that
may occur. This book distills all the tips and tricks with the
benefit of many years of experience and gives the best
proven practices to follow. The main steps in using today's
communications technologies involve selecting the correct
technology and standards for your plant based on your
requirements; doing the design of the overall system;
installing the cabling and then commissioning the system.
Fiber Optic cabling is generally accepted as the best
approach for physical communications but there are obviously
areas where you will be forced to use copper wiring and,
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indeed, wireless communications. This book outlines the
critical rules followed in installing the data communications
physical transport media and then ensuring that the
installation will be trouble-free for years to come. The
important point to make is that with today’s wide range of
protocols available, you only need to know how to select,
install and maintain them in the most cost-effective manner
for your plant or factory - knowledge of the minute details of
the protocols is not necessary. An engineer's guide to
communications systems using fiber optic cabling, copper
cabling and wireless technology Covers: selection of
technology and standards - system design - installation of
equipment and cabling - commissioning and maintenance
Crammed with practical techniques and know how - written by
engineers for engineers
SIMATIC is the worldwide established automation system for
implementing industrial control systems for machines,
manufacturing plants and industrial processes. Relevant openloop and closed-loop control tasks are formulated in various
programming languages with the programming software
STEP 7. Now in its sixth edition, this book gives an
introduction into the latest version of engineering software
STEP 7 (basic version) . It describes elements and
applications of text-oriented programming languages
statement list (STL) and structured control language (SCL) for
use with both SIMATIC S7-300 and SIMATIC S7-400,
including the new applications with PROFINET and for
communication over industrial Ethernet. It is aimed at all
users of SIMATIC S7 controllers. First-time users are
introduced to the field of programmable controllers, while
advanced users learn about specific applications of the
SIMATIC S7 automation system. All programming examples
found in the book - and even a few extra examples - are
available at the download area of the publisher's website.
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Bestselling author Ron Krutz once again demonstrates
his ability to make difficult security topics approachable
with this first in-depth look at SCADA (Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition) systems Krutz discusses
the harsh reality that natural gas pipelines, nuclear
plants, water systems, oil refineries, and other industrial
facilities are vulnerable to a terrorist or disgruntled
employee causing lethal accidents and millions of dollars
of damage-and what can be done to prevent this from
happening Examines SCADA system threats and
vulnerabilities, the emergence of protocol standards, and
how security controls can be applied to ensure the safety
and security of our national infrastructure assets
ICST 2015 offers a unique opportunity to all researchers
across the globe to share the knowledge of smart
technologies on Materials, Communication, Controls,
Computing and Energy In recent scenario,
Multidisciplinary research plays vital role in latest
technological growth Several research groups are
tackling highly complex systems by designing
experiments that give unambiguous information even
though the system is complex ICST 2015 provides an
excellent platform for researchers and industrialist to
discuss various issues in interdisciplinary areas which
may provide sound knowledge in their research In
addition to that this conference will facilitate in fostering
close relationship between research scholar and their
respective domains which will be beneficial for their
research activities
This book gives an introduction to Structured Text (ST),
used in Programmable Logic Control (PLC). The book
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can be used for all types of PLC brands including
Siemens Structured Control Language (SCL) and
Programmable Automation Controllers (PAC). Contents:
- Background, advantage and challenge when ST
programming - Syntax and fundamental ST programming
- Widespread guide to reasonable naming of variables CTU, TOF, TON, CASE, STRUCT, ENUM, ARRAY,
STRING - Guide to split-up into program modules and
functions - More than 90 PLC code examples in
black/white - FIFO, RND, 3D ARRAY and digital filter Examples: From LADDER to ST programming - Guide to
solve programming exercises Many clarifying
explanations to the PLC code and focus on the fact that
the reader should learn how to write a stable, robust,
readable, structured and clear code are also included in
the book. Furthermore, the focus is that the reader will
be able to write a PLC code, which does not require a
specific PLC type and PLC code, which can be reused.
The basis of the book is a material which is currently
compiled with feedback from lecturers and students
attending the AP Education in Automation Engineering at
the local Dania Academy, "Erhvervsakademi Dania",
Randers, Denmark. The material is thus currently
updated so that it answers all the questions which the
students typically ask through-out the period of studying.
The author is Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering (B.Sc.E.E.) and has 25 years of experience
within specification, development, programming and
supplying complex control solutions and supervision
systems. The author is Assistant Professor and teaching
PLC control systems at higher educations. LinkedIn:
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/tommejerantonsen/
The SIMATIC S7-1500 programmable logic controller
(PLC) sets standards in productivity and efficiency. By its
system performance and with PROFINET as the
standard interface, it ensures short system response
times and a maximum of flexibility and networkability for
demanding automation tasks in the entire production
industry and in applications for medium-sized to high-end
machines. The engineering software STEP 7
Professional operates inside TIA Portal, a user interface
that is designed for intuitive operation. Functionality
includes all aspects of automation: from the configuration
of the controllers via programming in the IEC languages
LAD, FBD, STL, and SCL up to the program test. In the
book, the hardware components of the automation
system S7-1500 are presented including the description
of their configuration and parameterization. A
comprehensive introduction into STEP 7 Professional
V14 illustrates the basics of programming and
troubleshooting. Beginners learn the basics of
automation with Simatic S7-1500, users switching from
other controllers will receive the relevant knowledge.
Nmap: Network Exploration and Security Auditing
CookbookPackt Publishing Ltd
There are many data communications titles covering
design, installation, etc, but almost none that specifically
focus on industrial networks, which are an essential part
of the day-to-day work of industrial control systems
engineers, and the main focus of an increasingly large
group of network specialists. The focus of this book
makes it uniquely relevant to control engineers and
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network designers working in this area. The industrial
application of networking is explored in terms of design,
installation and troubleshooting, building the skills
required to identify, prevent and fix common industrial
data communications problems - both at the design
stage and in the maintenance phase. The focus of this
book is 'outside the box'. The emphasis goes beyond
typical communications issues and theory to provide the
necessary toolkit of knowledge to solve industrial
communications problems covering RS-232, RS-485,
Modbus, Fieldbus, DeviceNet, Ethernet and TCP/IP. The
idea of the book is that in reading it you should be able to
walk onto your plant, or facility, and troubleshoot and fix
communications problems as quickly as possible. This
book is the only title that addresses the nuts-and-bolts
issues involved in design, installation and
troubleshooting that are the day-to-day concern of
engineers and network specialists working in industry. *
Provides a unique focus on the industrial application of
data networks * Emphasis goes beyond typical
communications issues and theory to provide the
necessary toolkit of knowledge to solve industrial
communications problems * Provides the tools to allow
engineers in various plants or facilities to troubleshoot
and fix communications problems as quickly as possible
Over 100 practical recipes related to network and
application security auditing using the powerful Nmap
About This Book Learn through practical recipes how to
use Nmap for a wide range of tasks for system
administrators and penetration testers. Learn the latest
and most useful features of Nmap and the Nmap
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Scripting Engine. Learn to audit the security of networks,
web applications, databases, mail servers, Microsoft
Windows servers/workstations and even ICS systems.
Learn to develop your own modules for the Nmap
Scripting Engine. Become familiar with Lua
programming. 100% practical tasks, relevant and
explained step-by-step with exact commands and
optional arguments description Who This Book Is For
The book is for anyone who wants to master Nmap and
its scripting engine to perform real life security auditing
checks for system administrators and penetration
testers. This book is also recommended to anyone
looking to learn about network security auditing. Finally,
novice Nmap users will also learn a lot from this book as
it covers several advanced internal aspects of Nmap and
related tools. What You Will Learn Learn about Nmap
and related tools, such as Ncat, Ncrack, Ndiff, Zenmap
and the Nmap Scripting Engine Master basic and
advanced techniques to perform port scanning and host
discovery Detect insecure configurations and
vulnerabilities in web servers, databases, and mail
servers Learn how to detect insecure Microsoft Windows
workstations and scan networks using the Active
Directory technology Learn how to safely identify and
scan critical ICS/SCADA systems Learn how to optimize
the performance and behavior of your scans Learn about
advanced reporting Learn the fundamentals of Lua
programming Become familiar with the development
libraries shipped with the NSE Write your own Nmap
Scripting Engine scripts In Detail This is the second
edition of 'Nmap 6: Network Exploration and Security
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Auditing Cookbook'. A book aimed for anyone who wants
to master Nmap and its scripting engine through practical
tasks for system administrators and penetration testers.
Besides introducing the most powerful features of Nmap
and related tools, common security auditing tasks for
local and remote networks, web applications, databases,
mail servers, Microsoft Windows machines and even ICS
SCADA systems are explained step by step with exact
commands and argument explanations. The book starts
with the basic usage of Nmap and related tools like Ncat,
Ncrack, Ndiff and Zenmap. The Nmap Scripting Engine
is thoroughly covered through security checks used
commonly in real-life scenarios applied for different types
of systems. New chapters for Microsoft Windows and
ICS SCADA systems were added and every recipe was
revised. This edition reflects the latest updates and
hottest additions to the Nmap project to date. The book
will also introduce you to Lua programming and NSE
script development allowing you to extend further the
power of Nmap. Style and approach This book consists
of practical recipes on network exploration and security
auditing techniques, enabling you to get hands-on
experience through real life scenarios.
This book constitutes seven refereed workshops and
symposiums, SpaCCS Workshops 2020, which are held
jointly with the 13th International Conference on Security,
Privacy, and Anonymity in Computation, Communication,
and Storage, SpaCCS 2020, in Nanjing, China, in
December 2020. The 48 papers were carefully reviewed
and selected from 131 submissions and cover a broad
range of topics on security, privacy and anonymity in
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computation communication, and storage, including the
11th International Workshop on Trust, Security and
Privacy for Big Data (TrustData 2020), the 10th
International Symposium on Trust, Security and Privacy
for Emerging Applications (TSP 2020), the 9th
International Symposium on Security and Privacy on
Internet of Things (SPIoT 2020), the 6th International
Symposium on Sensor-Cloud Systems (SCS 2020), the
Second International Workshop on Communication,
Computing, Informatics and Security (CCIS 2020), the
First International Workshop on Intelligence and Security
in Next Generation Networks (ISNGN 2020), the First
International Symposium on Emerging Information
Security and Applications (EISA 2020).
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 16th
International Conference on Detection of Intrusions and
Malware, and Vulnerability Assessment, DIMVA 2019,
held in Gothenburg, Sweden, in June 2019. The 23 full
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed
and selected from 80 submissions. The contributions
were organized in topical sections named: wild wild web;
cyber-physical systems; malware; software security and
binary analysis; network security; and attack mitigation.
This book introduces readers to cybersecurity and its
impact on the realization of the Industry 4.0 vision. It
covers the technological foundations of cybersecurity
within the scope of the Industry 4.0 landscape and
details the existing cybersecurity threats faced by
Industry 4.0, as well as state-of-the-art solutions with
regard to both academic research and practical
implementations. Industry 4.0 and its associated
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technologies, such as the Industrial Internet of Things
and cloud-based design and manufacturing systems are
examined, along with their disruptive innovations.
Further, the book analyzes how these phenomena
capitalize on the economies of scale provided by the
Internet. The book offers a valuable resource for
practicing engineers and decision makers in industry, as
well as researchers in the design and manufacturing
communities and all those interested in Industry 4.0 and
cybersecurity.
Totally Integrated Automation is the concept by means of
which SIMATIC controls machines, manufacturing
systems and technical processes. Taking the example of
the S7-300/400 programmable controller, this book
provides a comprehensive introduction to the
architecture and operation of a state-of-the-art
automation system. It also gives an insight into
configuration and parameter setting for the controller and
the distributed I/O. Communication via network
connections is explained, along with a description of the
available scope for operator control and monitoring of a
plant. As the central automation tool, STEP 7 manages
all relevant tasks and offers a choice of various text and
graphics-oriented PLC programming languages. The
available languages and their respective different
features are explained to the reader. The fourth edition
describes the latest components and functions. The
STEP 7 basic software is explained in its latest version.
New functions for Profinet IO and the open
communication over Industrial Ethernet have been
added. The book is ideal for those who have no
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extensive prior knowledge of programmable controllers
and wish for an uncomplicated introduction to this
subject.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 22nd
International Conference on Information Security, ISC
2019, held in New York City, NY, USA, in September
2019. The 23 full papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 86 submissions.
The papers were organized in topical sections named:
Attacks and Cryptanalysis; Crypto I: Secure Computation
and Storage; Machine Learning and Security; Crypto II:
Zero-Knowledge Proofs; Defenses; Web Security; Side
Channels; Malware Analysis; Crypto III: Signatures and
Authentication.
The ultimate hands-on guide to IT security and
proactivedefense The Network Security Test Lab is a
hands-on, step-by-stepguide to ultimate IT security
implementation. Covering the fullcomplement of
malware, viruses, and other attack technologies,
thisessential guide walks you through the security
assessment andpenetration testing process, and
provides the set-up guidance youneed to build your own
security-testing lab. You'll look inside theactual attacks to
decode their methods, and learn how to runattacks in an
isolated sandbox to better understand how
attackerstarget systems, and how to build the defenses
that stop them.You'll be introduced to tools like
Wireshark, Networkminer, Nmap,Metasploit, and more
as you discover techniques for defendingagainst network
attacks, social networking bugs, malware, and themost
prevalent malicious traffic. You also get access to
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opensource tools, demo software, and a bootable
version of Linux tofacilitate hands-on learning and help
you implement your newskills. Security technology
continues to evolve, and yet not a week goesby without
news of a new security breach or a new exploit
beingreleased. The Network Security Test Lab is the
ultimateguide when you are on the front lines of defense,
providing themost up-to-date methods of thwarting wouldbe attackers. Get acquainted with your hardware, gear,
and test platform Learn how attackers penetrate existing
security systems Detect malicious activity and build
effective defenses Investigate and analyze attacks to
inform defense strategy The Network Security Test Lab
is your complete, essentialguide.
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